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Abstract—In the autonomic computing context, the system is perceived as a set of autonomous elements capable of self-management, where end-users define high-level goals and the system shall adapt to achieve the desired behaviour. Runtime adaptation creates several optimization opportunities, especially if we consider approximate computing applications, where it is possible to trade off the accuracy of the result and the performance. Given that modern systems are limited by the power dissipated, autonomic computing is an appealing approach to increase the computation efficiency.

In this paper, we introduce mARGOt, a dynamic autotuning framework to enhance the target application with an adaptation layer to provide self-optimization capabilities. The framework is implemented as a C++ library that works at function-level and provides to the application a mechanism to adapt in a reactive and a proactive way. Moreover, the application is capable to change dynamically its execution environment: if the application performance degrades due to the violation of the high-level goals triggers mARGOt, which selects a different configuration to compensate. On the other side, mARGOt is capable to leverage input features to select a configuration tailored for the current input.

To address these problems, in this paper we propose mARGOt, a dynamic autotuning framework to enhance the target application with a flexible adaptation layer. The main idea is that the end-user specifies high-level goals, such as “maximize accuracy given a throughput of at least 25 frames per second”, while mARGOt tunes the application software-knobs accordingly. Given that mARGOt is coupled with the application execution, it is able to identify and seize optimization opportunities at runtime. On one side, mARGOt is capable to react to changes in the execution environment: if the application performance degrades due to a change in the core frequency, the violation of the high-level goals triggers mARGOt, which selects a different configuration to compensate. On the other side, mARGOt is capable to leverage input features to select a configuration tailored for the current input.

From the methodology point of view, mARGOt falls in the context of autonomic computing [6] as an implementation of the well-known Monitor Analyze Plan Execute feedback loop, based on application Knowledge (MAPE-K). From the implementation point of view, mARGOt is implemented as a standard C++ library to be linked to the target application and working at function-level. With this approach, each instance of the application can take decisions autonomously. Our seminal work on autotuning started as a component coupled with a resource manager [7]. Then, we have shown in [8], [9] the benefits of using a dynamic autotuning framework as a stand-alone component. The main contributions of this paper are:

- We introduce a mechanism to adapt the application in a reactive and proactive way, according to the input features;
- We introduce the possibility to express a confidence in the application requirements;

1 INTRODUCTION

With the end of Dennard scaling [1], the performance of modern systems are limited by the power dissipated. This shifted the focus of system optimization towards energy efficiency in a wide range of scenarios, not only related to embedded systems but also related to high-performance computing (HPC) [2]. To further improve efficiency, several approaches aim at finding good enough results for the end-user, thus saving the unnecessary computational effort. A large class of applications implicitly expose software-knobs at the algorithmic-level to find accuracy-throughput tradeoffs, especially in image processing applications [3] and whenever it is possible to use approximation techniques, such as loop perforation [4] and task skipping [5]. Examples of software-knobs can be the number of samples in a Monte Carlo simulation, the resolution of an output image or the number of software threads used by an application.

Among the implications of this trend, application requirements are increasing in complexity. Typically, the end-user has complex requirements which involve extra-functional properties (EFPs) in conflict with each other, such as power consumption, throughput, and accuracy. Moreover, these extra-functional properties might depend on the actual inputs of the application, on the resources available for the application and on the configurations of the underlying architecture (such as the core frequencies). Therefore, it is not simple to define the relationship between a software-knob configuration and the EFPs of interest.
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We investigate the possibility to derive the application-knowledge online;
We evaluate mARGOt in a set of approximate applications, from an embedded to an HPC context.

Furthermore, we publicly released the mARGOt source code, along with build instructions and user manuals for integration and implementation details [10]. Our goal is to let application developers to easily integrate mARGOt in their applications for improving the application efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the state-of-the-art, outlining the mARGOt contributions, while Section 3 formalizes the proposed approach by focusing on the adaptation mechanisms. Section 4 shows the integration workflow, describing the required effort. Section 5 validates the proposed framework in terms of introduced overhead and exploitation in adaptive applications. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

The proposed framework belong to the domain of autonomic computing [6]. In this context, a computing system is perceived as a set of autonomic elements capable of self-management without a human-in-the-loop. According to the proposed vision, an autonomic element must have self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing and self-protection capabilities. Self-configuration is the capability to incorporate in the system new components whenever they become available, as in the Rainbow framework [11]. Self-healing is the capability to recover from hardware or software failures, as proposed in [12]. Self-protection is the capability to defend itself against malicious attacks or failures not corrected by any self-healing mechanism, as proposed in [13]. Eventually, self-optimization is the capability to identify and seize opportunities to improve the application performance or efficiency. Even if some previous works (such as the ABLE framework [14]) aim at defining a common interface to derive an autonomic manager, the problem how to design a manager that provides self-* properties is still an open question. The goal of mARGOt is to enhance an existing application with an adaptation layer that provides the ability of self-optimization. Previous surveys [15], [16] provide a more general overview of the research area.

The definition of a system in the context of autonomic computing involves both hardware and software. Therefore, in literature, there are several works that aim at optimizing the system performance or efficiency. We might divide them into three main categories: resource managers, static autotuners, and dynamic autotuners.

Resource managers address system adaptability through resource management and allocation: in the data center context [17], [18], in the grid computing context [19], in the multi/mnocore node context [20], [21], [22] and for embedded platforms [23], [24]. These works are indeed interesting, however, mARGOt aims at leveraging the assigned resources to reach the end-user requirements, therefore it takes orthogonal decisions.

Application autotuning frameworks aim at selecting the most suitable configuration of the software-knobs to leverage the assigned resources. Among these frameworks, there are static autotuners to select the most suitable configuration before the production phase, and dynamic autotuners to select the most suitable configuration during the production phase.

2.1 Static Autotuning Frameworks

The Design Space (DS) of an application grows exponentially with respect to the number of software-knobs, thus increasing the complexity of the Design Space Exploration (DSE). Typically, static autotuning frameworks focus on finding the configuration that maximizes/minimizes a utility function in a large design space given a reasonable amount of time.

Active Harmony [25], ATune-IL [26] and AutoTune [27] are frameworks targeting application-agnostic software-knobs, such as tiling size, loop unrolling factor, compiler options and/or algorithm selection. The main goal is to tailor the application configuration for the underlying hardware. OpenTuner [28] and ATF framework [29] are also targeting application-specific software-knobs. However, they are usually applied in a predictable execution environment and they target software-knobs that have a loose relationship with the actual input set. QuickStep [30], Paraprox [31] and PowerGAUGE [32] target parallel regions of an application and perform code transformation (or binary transformation) without preserving the semantics. The idea is to automatically expose and leverage the accuracy-throughput tradeoff. These works are typically applied in a predictable execution environment and they usually target a different class of software-knobs with respect to dynamic autotuners. By choosing a configuration at design-time, it is impossible to react to changes related to either the application requirements or to the observed performance, for example due to a change on the core frequency for thermal issues. Moreover, the decision algorithm does not leverage the input features.

In the context of High-Performance Computing, there are several autotuning frameworks, however, they are tailored to specific tasks. Some examples of them are ATLAS [33] for matrix multiplication routines, FFTW [34] for FFTs operations, OSKI [35] for sparse matrix kernels, SPIRAL [36] for digital signal processing, CLTune [37] for OpenCL applications, Patus [38] and Sepya [39] for stencil computations.

2.2 Dynamic Autotuning Frameworks

The fundamental characteristic of the dynamic autotuning frameworks is to continuously tune the software-knobs configuration at runtime. The main idea is to leverage information about the actual execution context, rather than the average behaviour, when they decide which is the most suitable software-knob configuration to apply. Usually, they rely on the application-knowledge to predict the behaviour of a configuration and to drive the decision process.

Configuring an application at runtime has been an appealing idea investigated in literature for a long time. The ADAPT framework [40], the work in [41] leveraging on Bayesian networks, and the autotuner derived in the work that proposes the ABLE framework [14] are some pioneering works in this area.

More recent works on approximate computing evaluate the possibility of relaxing the constraints on functional correctness to improve the efficiency as long as they tolerate a
lower accuracy of the results. A large class of applications, such as multimedia, implicitly defines application-specific software-knobs that affect the output quality. When it is complex to identify the software-knobs, works in the literature describe techniques to expose them. For example, it is possible to fail task on purpose [5] or to skip iterations of a loop [4]. A later work [42] investigates the effect of loop perforation by using a large set of applications from the PARSEC benchmark suite [43], showing how a small loss in accuracy might lead to a significant performance increment.

The Sage framework [44], the Green framework [45] and PowerDial [46] are examples of autotuners falling in this category. The idea is to maximize the throughput given a lower bound on the computational error. Later work in [47] proposes a blueprint of a controller to extend the one in PowerDial to handle a tradeoff among several metrics by introducing limitations on the software-knobs. Although very interesting, these works on approximate computing provide a limited flexibility to end-users to define application requirements. Moreover, they do not leverage input features to further improve computational efficiency.

An interesting work leveraging input features is Capri [48], which inspired us for this work. At design time, Capri uses a set of representative inputs to model a cost metric (e.g., execution time or energy) and an error metric, as a function of software-knobs configuration and input features. The controller selecting the most suitable configuration is based on the Valiant’s probably approximately correct (PAC) theory [49]. Given that Capri addresses applications with a single input instead of a stream of inputs, it does not use any reaction mechanism to adapt the application-knowledge. Moreover, due to the chosen formulation and the target applications, the feasible region given by the error function does not depend on the actual input. This might miss some optimization opportunities when input features are related to the error, as in the Probabilistic time-dependent routing application (Section 5.4).

A rather different approach is Anytime Automaton [50], which does not rely on the application-knowledge. It suggests radical source code transformations to re-write the application in a pipeline style. The idea is that the longer the given input executes in the pipeline, the more accurate the output becomes.

Another approach that does not rely on the application-knowledge is the IRA framework [51]. IRA investigates several features of each input (such as the mean value or its autocorrelation) to generate a smaller input for searching for the fastest configuration given a bound on the minimum accuracy. However, in a certain class of applications, such as in the GeoDock application (Section 5.3), it is not simple to sub-sample the inputs due to its heterogeneous information, limiting the framework applicability.

Besides autotuning frameworks, Petabricks [52] is a language to expose algorithmic choices to the compiler. The Petabrick framework (including compiler and autotuner) analyzes the code and generates a strategy, embedded in the executable, to select the fastest algorithm and configuration according to the input size. In later work, Petabricks has been enhanced to leverage the accuracy-throughput tradeoffs [53] and to take in consideration input features [54]. Petabricks is indeed interesting, however, it generates the adaption strategy at design-time, without building any application-knowledge, therefore it is not flexible to change application requirements and it relies on a predictable execution environment. Also Siblingrivalry [55] is based on the Petabriks language, but it targets a very unpredictable execution environment.

To summarize the results of our analysis of the state-of-the-art, Table 1 compares dynamic autotuning frameworks by scoring their main characteristics in terms of: tradeoff analysis, reactivity, proactivity, integration effort and runtime overhead.

In the second column, we score the flexibility of the framework to leverage tradeoffs among different extra-functional properties of interest for the end-user. More in detail, we classified with a single star the frameworks using a single metric in the optimization process, while two stars are assigned to frameworks based on a fixed optimization problem (such as to maximize accuracy given a constraint on throughput). The highest score (three stars) is given to frameworks providing to the end-user the possibility to define an arbitrary optimization problem.

The third column classifies the capability of a framework to runtime adapts in a reactive mode. One star is assigned to a framework that either does not provide any reaction mechanism or it is based on a trial-and-error approach. Two stars are given to a framework that leverages a structured approach to react, for example by using control theory. The three-star rating is assigned to a framework that also offers to the end-user the possibility to change the application requirements according to external stimuli.

The fourth column targets the capability to adapt in a proactive mode according to the features of the current input. The lowest score represents a framework that relies on the average behaviour of the application. Two stars are assigned to frameworks that leverage only the size of the current input. If a framework leverages on more information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Framework</th>
<th>Tradeoffs</th>
<th>Reactivity</th>
<th>Proactivity</th>
<th>Integration effort</th>
<th>Runtime overhead</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT [40]</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Look-up table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.Guo [41]</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sage [44]</td>
<td>⋆ ⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green [45]</td>
<td>⋆ ⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerDial [46]</td>
<td>⋆ ⋆ ⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Look-up table</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capri [48]</td>
<td>⋆ ⋆ ⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Model query</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anytime Automaton [50]</td>
<td>⋆ ⋆ ⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Kill interrupt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRA [51]</td>
<td>⋆ ⋆ ⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>DSE on small input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petabricks [54]</td>
<td>⋆ ⋆ ⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Genetic algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibling Rivalry [55]</td>
<td>⋆ ⋆ ⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>⋆</td>
<td>Look-up table</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

mARGOt ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ Look-up table
from the current input, we rated it with three stars.

The fifth column targets the effort required by the application developer to integrate the framework in the target application. The lower rating represents frameworks that explicitly require a porting of the application in a new language or to rewrite the source code. The higher rating represents frameworks that automatically integrate the framework. The two-star symbol represents a framework requiring a limited integration effort.

Finally, the last column reports the method used to solve the optimization problem, whose complexity is used to compare the overheads of each evaluated framework. In all cases, the overhead is largely amortized by the advantages introduced by the dynamic autotuning. Given the limitations emerged in the analysis of the literature, our goal is to overcome them by introducing the following contributions:

- Flexibility to express application requirements represents one of the key points of the methodology. In mARGOt, application requirements are expressed as a constrained multi-objective optimization problem, given an arbitrary number of constraints and addressing an arbitrary number of EFPs as well.
- Capability to leverage on actual information rather than the expected average behaviour. mARGOt provides mechanisms to react to changes in the application performance and requirements. mARGOt also provides a mechanism to adapt in a proactive way according to input features.
- Limited integration effort: mARGOt minimizes as much as possible the number of lines of code to be changed and we designed the interface as a wrapper around the managed region of code, therefore limiting the intrusiveness.

3 Proposed Methodology

Figure 1 shows an overview of the mARGOt framework and how it interacts with an application. We assume that the application is composed of a single kernel $g$ that elaborates an input $i$ to generate the desired output $o$, however mARGOt can manage different blocks of code of a single application in an independent way. We assume that the kernel algorithm exposes software-knobs that alter its EFPs, such as the number of Monte Carlo simulations or the parallelism level. Let $\pi = [x_1, \ldots, x_n]$ the vector of software-knobs, then we might define a kernel as $o = g(\pi, i)$. In this description and in the rest of the paper, we assume for simplicity that the application is defined by a single kernel, or block of code.

Given this abstraction of the target application, the end-user requirements are defined as follows. We denote the metrics of interest (i.e. EFPs) as the vector $\mathbf{m} = [m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_n]$. Let us suppose that the application developers are capable to extract features of the current inputs, for example the ones analyzed in IRA [51]. We denote such properties as the vector $\mathbf{f} = [f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n]$. The end-user is capable to define the application requirements as in Eq. 1:

\[
\max(\min) \ r(\pi; \mathbf{m}, \mathbf{f}) \\
\text{s.t.} \quad C_1 : \omega_1(\pi; \mathbf{m}, \mathbf{f}) \propto k_1 \quad \text{with } \alpha_1 \text{ confidence} \\
C_2 : \omega_2(\pi; \mathbf{m}, \mathbf{f}) \propto k_2 \\
\cdots \\
C_n : \omega_n(\pi; \mathbf{m}, \mathbf{f}) \propto k_n
\]

where $r$ denotes the objective function (named rank in mARGOt context) and it is defined as a composition of any variable defined either in $\pi$ or in $\mathbf{m}$ by using their mean values. Let $C$ be the set of constraints, where each $C_i$ is a constraint expressed as the function $\omega_i$, defined over the software-knobs or the EFPs, that must satisfy the relationship $\propto \in \{<, \leq, =, \geq, >\}$ with a threshold value $k_i$ and with a confidence $\alpha_i$ (if $\omega_i$ targets a statistical variable). Being agnostic to the distribution of the target parameter, the confidence is expressed as the number of times to consider its standard deviation. If the application is input-dependent, the value of the rank function $r$ and the constraint functions $\omega_i$ also depend on the features of the input $\mathbf{f}$.

In this formulation, the main goal of mARGOt is to solve the following optimization problem: finding the configuration $\pi$ that satisfies all the constraints $C$ and maximizes (minimizes) the objective function $r$, given the current input $i$. The application must have a configuration, even if it is not feasible to satisfy all the constraints. For this reason, mARGOt might relax some of the constraints, until a feasible solution is found, starting by relaxing the constraint with the lowest priority. Therefore, the end-user must sort the set of constraints by their priority. As shown in Figure 1, the mARGOt framework is composed of the application manager, the monitors module, and the application-knowledge. The next sections explain each component in more detail.

3.1 Application-knowledge

For a generic application, the relation between the software-knobs, the EFPs of interest and the input features is complex and unknown a priori. Therefore, we need a model of the application extra-functional behaviour to solve the optimization problem stated in Eq. 1. mARGOt uses a list of Operating Points (OPs) as application-knowledge, where each Operating Point $\theta$ expresses the target software-knob configuration and the achieved EFPs with the given input features; i.e. $\theta = [x_1, \ldots, x_n, f_1, \ldots, f_n, m_1, \ldots, m_n]$. We choose this solution mainly for three reasons: to solve efficiently the optimization problem by inspection, to guarantee
that mARGOt will not choose an illegal configuration for the application and to provide a great flexibility in terms of management.

Figure 2 shows an example of application-knowledge configuration file in XML, with a single Operating Point (lines 3-16). Let us suppose that the target application exposes two software-knobs (knob1 and knob2), there are two metrics (metric1 and metric2) and it is possible to extract two features from the current input (feature1 and feature2). In this example, the OP is composed of three sections: the target software-knobs configuration (lines 4-7), the reached performance distribution (lines 8-11) and the related feature cluster (lines 12-15).

The OP list is considered a required input and mARGOt is agnostic to the methodology used to obtain it. Typically this methodology is a design-time task, known as Design Space Exploration (DSE) in literature. This task is a well-known problem and there are several previous approaches to find the Pareto Set in an efficient way [56], [57], [58]. Moreover, we implemented the possibility to change the application-knowledge at runtime. Section 3.4 describes the proposed approach for the online DSE.

3.2 Monitors

This module enables mARGOt to observe the actual behaviour of either the application or the execution environment. This feature is critical for an autonomic manager, because it provides feedback information, thus enabling self-awareness ability [59]. The application-knowledge defines the expected behaviour of the application, however, it might change according to the evolution of the system. For example, a power capper might reduce the frequency of the processor due to thermal reasons. In this case, we would expect that the application notices a performance degradation thus reacting by using a different configuration to compensate. This adaptation is possible only if we have some feedback information.

From the implementation point of view, mARGOt provides to application developers a suite of monitors to observe the most common EFPs such as throughput, system-wide CPU usage or Perf events through the PAPI interface [60]. However, implementing a monitor to observe a custom EFP, such as the output quality, is straightforward.

Given that measuring quality metrics might be expensive, mARGOt does not require a continuous observation of a metric. The application developers can choose if monitoring an EFP at each iteration, periodically or sporadically. Obviously, decreasing the observation frequency delays the reactions of mARGOt. If it is not possible to monitor an EFP at runtime, mARGOt can rely only on the expected behaviour, thus operating in an open-loop.

3.3 Application Manager

This component is the core of the mARGOt dynamic auto-tuner, which provides the self-optimization capability. From the methodology point of view, this component is in charge of solving the optimization problem stated in Eq. 1: to find the software-knobs configuration \( \overrightarrow{\theta} \), while reacting to changes in the execution environment and adapting in a proactive way according to the input features.

From the implementation point of view, the application manager has a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 3, where each sub-component solves a specific problem. The Data-Aware Application-Specific Run-Time Manager (DA AS-RTM) provides a unified interface to application developers to set or change the application requirements, to set or change the application-knowledge and to retrieve the most suitable configuration \( \overrightarrow{\theta} \). Internally, the DA AS-RTM clusters the application-knowledge according to the input features \( \overrightarrow{f} \) by creating an Application-Specific Run-Time Manager (AS-RTM) for each cluster of Operating Points with the same input features. Therefore, the clusters of OPs are implicitly defined in the application-knowledge. Given the input features of the current input, the DA AS-RTM selects the cluster with the features closer to the ones of the current input. It is possible to use either a Euclidean distance between the two vectors or a normalized one, in case an element of the vector \( \overrightarrow{f} \) is numerically different with respect to the others. Moreover, it is possible to express some constraints on the selection of the cluster. For example, it is possible to enforce that the feature \( f^\text{cluster}_i \) of the selected cluster must be lower (higher) or equal than the feature \( f^\text{inpt}_i \) of the current input, i.e. \( f^\text{cluster}_i \propto f^\text{inpt}_i \). Once the cluster for the current input is selected, the corresponding (AS-RTM) solves the optimization problem by relying on the following components.

The State element is in charge of solving the optimization problem by using a differential approach. The initial optimization problem does not have any constraint (i.e. \( C = \emptyset \)) and the objective function minimizes the value of the first software-knob. From this initial state, the application...
might dynamically add constraints, define a different objective function or change the application-knowledge. The solver can find efficiently the new optimal configuration according to the objective function or change the application-knowledge. The end-user would run a more accurate computation or a more energy-efficient one, according to the presence of an interesting scenario to analyze.

The Runtime Information Provider relates an EFP of the application-knowledge with an application monitor. In particular, it compares the observed behaviour with the expected one and it computes an error coefficient defined as $e_m = \frac{expected}{observed}$, where $e_m$ is the error coefficient for the $i$-th EFP. To avoid the zero trap, we add 1 to the numerator and denominator when $observed$ is equal to zero. Since it is impossible to observe the error coefficient also for other configurations (the application uses only one configuration each time), we assume that their error coefficients are equal to the observed one. This implies that if we observe a degradation of the performance of $10\%$ with respect to the current configuration, we assume that also the other configurations will have a performance degradation of $10\%$. Therefore we scale the constraint value accordingly to react. For example, assuming that the end-user would like a throughput of at least $25 \text{fps}$ and that we are using a configuration that has an expected throughput of $30 \text{fps}$, but we observe a throughput of $15 \text{fps}$. Then, the Runtime Information Provider will double the constraint value to compensate.

3.4 Online Design Space Exploration

The mARGOt implementation lets the application developer to define the application-knowledge at runtime, thus enabling the possibility to perform online learning. In particular, we propose an approach to distribute the Design Space Exploration algorithm among different nodes.

**ALGORITHM 1:** How the State component builds the internal representation of the optimization problem.

```plaintext
Data: Application-knowledge OP\text{list}, optimization function r, list of constraints C
Result: list of valid OPs $L_{valid}$, lists of invalid OPs $L_{ci}$
$\text{L_{valid}} = \text{OP\text{list}}$;
for $c_i \in C$ (descending priority order) do
    $L_{ci} = \emptyset$;
    for $\text{OP}_j \in \text{L_{valid}}$ do
        if $\text{OP}_j$ does not satisfy $c_i$ then
            $L_{ci} = L_{ci} \cup \text{OP}_j$
        end
    end
    $\text{L_{valid}} = \text{L_{valid}} \setminus L_{ci}$;
    $L_{ci} = \text{sort}(L_{ci}, \text{dist}(\text{OP}_j, c_i))$
end
$\text{L_{valid}} = \text{sort}(\text{L_{valid}}, r)$;
```

**ALGORITHM 2:** How the State element solves the optimization problem.

```plaintext
Data: list of valid OPs $L_{valid}$, lists of invalid OPs $L_{ci}$, list of constraints C
Result: most suitable Operating Point $OPT$
if $L_{valid} = \emptyset$ then
    return $L_{valid}[0]$;
else
    for $c_i \in C$ (descending priority order) do
        if $L_{ci} = \emptyset$ then
            return $L_{ci}[0]$;
        end
    end
```

Fig. 4: Proposed approach for distributed online Design Space Exploration, using a dedicated server outside of the computation node. We used MQTT protocol for extra-node communication.
Exploration among all the instances of an unknown application, integrated with mARGOt, at runtime. Figure 4a shows the overall picture of the approach, highlighting the two main actors: the Remote Application Handler and the running application instances. Each instance of the application has an Application Local Handler (client) (as shown in Figure 4b) which interacts with the Remote Application Handler (server) through either MQTT or MQTTs protocols. The Application Local Handler is an asynchronous utility thread that manipulates the client application-knowledge and sends to the Remote Application Handler telemetry information. The Remote Application Handler is a worker thread-pool that interacts with the clients to obtain the application-knowledge. The server stores information in a Cassandra database and it uses a plugin system to model and interpolate the relations between the EFPs, the software-knob configurations and the input features clusters, including also a wrapper interface for R and Spark. Although the implementation of a plugin to derive a metric is straightforward, mARGOt provides two default plugins. The first one is rather simple and it computes the mean value and standard deviation for each observed software-knobs configuration. This can be used for a full-factorial Design Space Exploration, observing the whole Design Space including the possible input features. The second plugin leverages a well-known approach [61] to interpolate application performance implemented by the state-of-the-art R package [62].

The typical workflow used for the online Design Space Exploration on an unknown application can be described as follows:

1) Each client notifies itself to the server.
2) The server sends a request for information, such as the domain of each software-knob, the name of the plugin that models each EFP of interest and the desired Design of Experiment technique.
3) The server generates a DoE for the application and it starts to dispatch configurations to each client in a round robin fashion.
4) Each client manipulates the mARGOt application-knowledge to force the selection of the software-knob configuration sent by the server.
5) After each kernel execution, the client sends the observed performance and input features to the server.
6) Once the clients have observed all the configurations in the DoE phase, the server builds the application-knowledge and it broadcasts the Operating Point list to the clients.

The system is designed to be resilient to server and client crashes without interfering with MPI traffic. As soon as a client becomes available, it can join other clients at any time, thus contributing to the DSE or receiving directly the application-knowledge. As future work, we plan to implement additional well-known techniques to model the application performance, such as those described in [63].

The benefits of the proposed online DSE architecture are twofold. On one hand, it leverages the parallelism of the platform to reduce the DSE time. On the other hand, it uses standard tools to visualize extra-functional values stored in the database (e.g. execution traces of the application instances running on the platform or to query the application-knowledge).

### 3.5 Summary of mARGOt Main Features

The mARGOt framework provides a runtime self-optimization layer to adapt applications in a reactive and in a proactive way. Differently from static autotuner frameworks, mARGOt focuses on application-specific software knobs, whose optimal value depends on the system workload, on changes in the application requirements or on features of the actual input. In particular, mARGOt might change the software-knobs configuration if: 1) the application requirements change, 2) the application-knowledge changes, 3) the expected performance differs from the observed one, and 4) according to the features of the current input. Moreover mARGOt has been designed to be lightweight and flexible to enable its deployment in a wide range of scenarios.

A key feature of mARGOt is how to derive the application-knowledge. We offer to application developers two possibilities. First, they might leverage on well-known techniques to run a DSE at design-time. Second, we provide a software architecture to run the DSE directly at runtime by leveraging the mARGOt capability to change the application-knowledge.

### 4 Integration in the Target Application

In this section, we describe the effort required by end-users and application developers to integrate mARGOt in their application. In this context, end-users are the final users of the application, therefore they are in charge of defining the application requirements and identifying the input features (if any). Application developers are the experts writing the application source code, therefore they are in charge of identifying the software-knobs and extracting the features from the input (if any). From the implementation point of view, we designed the framework: (i) to apply the separation of concern approach between functional and extra-functional properties; (ii) to limit the code intrusiveness in terms of the number of lines of code to be changed and (iii) to propose an easy-to-use instrumentation of the code. To ease the integration process in the target application, mARGOt provides a utility tool that starting from an XML description of the extra-functional concerns, it generates a high-level interface tailored for the target application. The main configuration file describes the adaptation layer by defining:

1) The monitors of interest for the application;
2) The geometry of the problem, i.e. the EFPs of interest, the application software-knobs, and the data features of the input;
3) The application requirements, i.e. the optimization problem stated in Eq. 1.

If the application developers derive the application-knowledge at design-time, the second configuration file states the list of Operating Points as shown in Figure 2.

Starting from this high-level description of the layer, the utility tool generates a library with the required glue code to hide, as much as possible, the mARGOt implementation.
details. In particular, the high-level interface exposes five functions to the developers:

- **init.** A global function that initializes the data structures.

- **update.** A block-level function that updates the application software-knobs with the most suitable configuration found.

- **start_monitor.** A block-level function that starts all the monitors of interest.

- **stop_monitor** A block-level function that stops all the monitors of interest.

- **log** A block-level function that logs the application behaviour.

These functions hide the initialization of the framework and its basic usage. For example, the update function takes as output parameters the software-knobs of the application and as input parameters the features of the current input. It uses the features to select the most suitable cluster and then it sets software-knobs parameters according to the most suitable configuration found by mARGOt. However, if application developers need a more advanced adaptation strategy, such as changing the application requirement at runtime, they need to use the mARGOt interface on top of the high-level one.

To show the integration effort, we focus on a toy application with two software-knobs (knob1 and knob2) and two input features (feature1 and feature2). The application algorithm is rather simple: it is composed of a loop that continuously elaborates new inputs. In this toy application, we assume that the end-user is concerned about execution time and computational error. In particular, he/she would like to minimize the computational error given an upper bound on the execution time.

In the context of this toy application, Figure 5 shows the main XML configuration file that expresses the extra-functional concerns. This file is composed of three sections: the monitor section (lines 4 – 21), the application geometry section (lines 23 – 31) and the adaptation section (lines 33 – 41).

The monitor section lists all the monitors of interest for the user. In this example, we have an execution time monitor (lines 5 – 7) and a custom monitor for observing the error (lines 8 – 21). All the monitors might expose to application developers a statistical property over the observations, such as the average value in this example (line 6 and 20). If the end-user is not interested in observing the behaviour of the application, he/she might omit this section.

The application geometry section lists the application software-knobs (lines 24, 25), the metrics of interest (lines 26, 27) and the features of the input (lines 28 – 31). In particular, it is possible to specify how to compute the distance between feature vectors (line 28) and to specify constraints on their selection, as described in Section 3.3. For example, if we consider feature2 (line 30), we state that a cluster is eligible to be selected only if its feature2 value is lower or equal than the feature2 value of the current input. If we consider feature1 (line 29) instead, we state that we do not impose any requirement on a cluster to be eligible. This mechanism provides to mARGOt a way to adapt proactively by sizing optimization opportunities according to the actual input.

While the application geometry describes the boundaries of the problem, the adaptation section states the application requirements of the end-user. In particular, it states the application goals (line 34), the feedback information from the monitor (line 35) and the constrained multi-optimization problem (lines 36 – 41). In the definition of a constraint (line 40), it is possible to specify a confidence and a priority. The confidence specifies how many times mARGOt has to take into account the standard deviation to improve the resilience against the noise with respect to the average behaviour. The priority is used to sort the constraints by their importance for the end-user. Application goals and feedback information provide to mARGOt the capacity to adapt in a reactive way. A violation of a goal in the optimization problem or a
discrepancy between the observed and expected behaviour of the application, triggers an adaptation from mARGOt, thus reacting to the event.

Starting from this configuration file, mARGOt automatically generates the glue code accordingly, exposing to application developers a high-level interface tailored to the specific problem. For a complete description of the XML syntax and semantics, please refer to the user manual in the mARGOt repository [10].

Figure 6 shows the source code of the toy application after the integration with mARGOt. To highlight the required effort, we hide the application algorithm in three functions: work_to_do (line 11) tests whether input data are available, get_input (line 13) retrieves the last input to elaborate and do_job (line 19) performs the elaboration. The integration effort requires to the application developers to include the mARGOt header (line 1), to initialize the framework (line 5) and to wrap the block of code managed by mARGOt (lines 17, 18, 21). Due to the structure of the code, it is possible to use a pre-processor macro to hide the five functions described above.

Even if we minimized the integration effort, we still require from application developers to identify and to write code to extract meaningful features from an input (lines 14, 15) and a function to compute the elaboration error (line 20). Although these metrics are heavily application-dependent, a large percentage of works in literature analyze generic error metrics [46] and generic input features [51]. Application developers might consider these previous works as starting points to identify more customized metrics for their applications.

5 Experimental Results

This section aims at validating and assessing the benefits of the proposed dynamic autotuning framework.

First, we evaluate the overheads introduced by mARGOt in different scenarios. Then, we show how it is possible to leverage the dynamic adaptation to improve the computation efficiency in three different use cases. To emphasize the applicability of mARGOt, we selected real-world applications taken from three completely different application domains: image processing, computation chemistry and a Monte Carlo approach. These domains are very important in the context of embedded systems and High-Performance Computing. Moreover, the three use cases have also been selected to validate the different features of the framework. In particular, in Section 5.2 we assess the reactive behaviour, in Section 5.3 the online learning module, finally in Section 5.4 the proactive behaviour by using the input features.

Given the flexibility of mARGOt, we deployed it on different platforms ranging from embedded to HPC. As a representative embedded platform, we used a Raspberry Pi (R) 3 model B. The board has a quad-core ARMv7 (R) (@ 1.2 Ghz) CPU with 1 GB of memory. To represent a typical HPC node, we used a platform composed of two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 v3 (@ 2.40GHz) with 128 GB of memory with dual channel configuration (@ 1866 MHz). All the experiments described in this Section use the Intel platform, except the ones related to Stereomatching (Section 5.2) based on the ARM platform.

5.1 Overhead Evaluation

The proposed framework enables application developers to introduce the adaptation layer by instrumenting the source code using a C++ library, that executes synchronously with the application. Therefore, the time spent by the mARGOt library to select a new configuration, to change the knowledge base, or to update the internal structures that represent application requirements can be considered as an overhead introduced to the target application.

This experiment is focused on evaluating the overheads introduced by mARGOt in the most significant operations exposed to application developers. Instead of providing a single value, in this experiment, we increase the problem complexity to show the trend of the overheads. Before discussing the results, it is important to remember that the mARGOt implementation follows a differential approach to solve the optimization problem efficiently. Even if the worst-case complexity of the algorithm is the same, it reduces the complexity of the average- and best-case scenarios.

Figure 7 shows the introduced overheads by varying the size of the application-knowledge or the input feature clusters across the evaluated operations. In particular, Figure 7a shows the overhead for introducing Operating Points in the application-knowledge by varying their number. Given that each constraint uses a dedicated “view” over the OPs, the introduced overhead also depends on their number. Figure 7b shows the overhead for introducing a new constraint in the optimization problem. The overhead depends on how many OPs are admissible for the new constraint. Even when no OPs are admissible, the introduced overhead is due to the building of a dedicated “view”, which involves all the OPs in the knowledge base. Figure 7c shows the overhead of defining a new objective function for the problem. In this case, the overhead depends on the number of OPs that satisfy all the constraints of the optimization problem. Figure 7d and 7e show the overhead of solving the optimization problem by inspection. While the previous operation might be considered as an initialization cost, this overhead is paid each time the application enters in the managed region of code. As shown in Figure 7d, the introduced overheads depend only on the number of OPs involved in the change with respect to the previous time that the optimization problem was solved. Figure 7e shows the introduced overhead in the worst-case scenario, which is not only due to the fact that all the Operating Points are involved in the change, but it takes into consideration also the solver algorithm, by using a knowledge base to stress the implementation. This means that all the OPs have the same value for the metrics related to the constraints and to the objective function. Figure 7f shows the overhead of selecting the closest feature cluster of the current input, where the feature vector is composed of three values. Even this overhead is paid each time the application enters in the managed region of code and it shall be added to the overhead of solving the optimization problem.

It is important to notice how the overheads measured in these experiments must be related to the execution time of each iteration of the target application. If needed, the mARGOt activation period can be tuned to maintain the overhead below a given threshold. For the applications
discussed in the following sections, the introduced overhead is less than 1%.

5.2 Stereomatching Application

The first use case targets the Stereomatching application, that computes a disparity map of a scene captured by a stereo camera. The output of this application is required for estimating the depth of the objects in the scene. In this use case, a smart camera is deployed either on a drone or on a battery-powered surveillance system.

The algorithm derived by [64] builds adaptive-shape support regions for each pixel of an image, based on colour similarity, and then it tries to match them on the other image, computing its disparity value. The algorithm implementation [3] exposes five application-specific knobs to modify the effort spent on building the support regions and on matching them in the second image to trade off the accuracy of the disparity image (the output of the Stereomatching) and the execution time (and thus the reachable application throughput). The accuracy metric is the disparity error, defined as the average intensity difference per pixel, in percentage, between the computed output and the reference output. The application has been parallelized by using OpenMP, making available as sixth software-knob the number of threads used for the computation.

This use case has been chosen to assess the benefits of using reaction mechanisms provided by mARGOt in terms of changes of application requirements and knowledge.

The end-user does not require the application to sustain the throughput of the input video stream, but he/she requires that the application must reach a minimum throughput for detecting the position and depth of the objects in the scene. In this use case, we set this high priority constraint to 3 fps. On top of this constraint, we envisioned two different application requirements according to the scene observed from the stereo camera. First, if in the previous scene there is no object close to the camera, the objective function minimizes the disparity error with an additional low-priority constraint for executing the application by using a single software thread. Second, if there are objects close to the camera, the objective function minimizes the geometric mean between the disparity error and the number of software threads, without any other constraint except the one on the throughput. The philosophy behind these two states is that in the first one we try to execute in a “low-power” mode, because there is nothing interesting in the scene, while in the second state we focus on the output quality, without forgetting that the smart camera is placed on a battery-powered device.

To demonstrate the adaptivity added to the Stereomatching application, we focused on two different scenarios as shown in Figure 8a and 8b. The first scenario (Figure 8a) shows how the feedback information from the monitors triggers the adaptation reacting to a change of the application performance. The second scenario (Figure 8b) shows the benefits of reacting to changes in the application requirements (such as switching from one state to the other) according to the system evolution. Figure 8 shows the results of these experiments, while Figure 9 reports the application-knowledge (i.e. the Pareto-optimal Operating Points). For clarity reasons, in Figure 8, we omitted to report the software-knobs that are not relevant for the experiment.

In the first scenario (Figure 8a), we execute Stereomatching for 60s. After 20s, we reduce the frequency of the platform cores by using the CPUfreq framework, for example to simulate the effect of a power capping due to thermal reasons, and then we restore the original frequency of the cores after 20s. The whole experiment is executed under the assumption that there is an object close to the camera. Figure 8a shows the execution trace of this experiment in terms of CPU frequency, number of threads, computation error and throughput.
At the beginning of the experiment, mARGOt selects among the configurations that satisfy the constraint on the throughput, the one that minimizes the error and resource usage. When we reduce the frequency of the cores, the throughput monitor observes a degradation on the performance with respect to the expected one, triggering the adaptation. In particular, mARGOt chooses among the valid configurations, the one that minimizes the objective function, while providing the requested throughput adjusted by the measured degradation. When we restore the original frequency, the throughput monitor observes a performance improvement and triggers the second adaptation. Given that we restored the original condition, the selected configuration is the same as the initial one.

In the second scenario (Figure 8b), we processed a video stream captured from the stereo camera, while it slowly moves from one close object (from 0s to around 20s) to another one (around 40s to 60s). During the transition between the two objects, there is a period (around 20s to 40s) where there is no object close to the camera. Figure 8b shows the execution trace of this experiment in terms of measured object distance, number of threads, computation error and throughput.

At the beginning and at the end of the experiment, when there is an object close to the camera, the configuration selected by mARGOt is the same used to start the previous experiment (the conditions are the same). However, when at time 22s there are no more objects close to the camera, mARGOt switches to a more power safe state, which introduces the constraint on a single thread execution. From the knowledge base (see Figure 9), we notice that on this platform there is no configuration reaching a throughput of $3\text{fps}$ by using a single thread. For this reason, mARGOt automatically relaxes the lower priority constraint, selecting the configuration which is closest to satisfy it, i.e. using two threads. Among the software-knob configurations that use two threads, mARGOt selects the one that minimizes the objective function.

In this use case, the overhead introduced by mARGOt is always less than 0.1% of the application execution time.

5.3 GeoDock Application

The second use case is given by a docking application running on HPC resources. In the context of a drug discovery
of the drug discovery process require a monetary effort to time budget reserved for the job. Given that the later stages would like to maximize the elaboration quality given the pre-allocated set of resources from an HPC centre and it evaluated poses for each ligand. This application represents a configuration is measured by considering the number of the target pocket, the considered quality metric associated to the quality of the elaboration. Given that the cost of the computation resources) and the metrics of interest are the time-to-solution (which is directly related to the extra-functional properties, we have to learning phase with the reproducibility of the experiment process, the molecular docking task aims at estimating the 3-dimensional pose of a molecule, named ligand, after the interaction with the target binding site of a second molecule, named pocket. Molecular docking is employed in the early stages of the drug discovery process for the virtual screening of a huge library of ligands, to find the ligands with the strongest interaction with the target pocket.

GeoDock is part of the LiGenDock application [65] and it performs a fast estimation of the ligand pose by using only geometrical information, to prune the ones that are unable to fit in the target pocket. A subsequent module of LiGenDock performs the actual simulation of chemical and physical interactions to obtain an accurate pose estimation, forwarding to the next stages of the process only the most promising ligands. The complexity of the problem is not only due to the number of ligands to evaluate but also to a large number of degrees of freedom involved in the docking of a ligand in the target pocket. To deal with this complexity, GeoDock implements an iterative greedy algorithm. This application exposes two software-knobs that approximate the elaboration by increasing the granularity of the pose optimization process.

Concerning the extra-functional properties, we have to consider that the typical end-user is a pharmaceutical company that runs experiments on an HPC platform. Therefore, the metrics of interest are the time-to-solution (which is directly related to the cost of the computation resources) and the quality of the elaboration. Given that the GeoDock purpose is only to prune the ligands that are incompatible with the target pocket, the considered quality metric associated to a configuration is measured by considering the number of evaluated poses for each ligand. This application represents a typical batch job, where the end-user company rents a pre-allocated set of resources from an HPC centre and it would like to maximize the elaboration quality given the time budget reserved for the job. Given that the later stages of the drug discovery process require a monetary effort to perform tests in-vivo, the reproducibility of the experiment really matters. Therefore, once mARGOt has selected the most suitable configuration to perform the experiment, we are not allowed to adapt anymore.

In this scenario, the goal of mARGOt is not only to tune the application according to its requirements (maximizing the quality, while satisfying a fixed time-to-solution) but also to show the benefits of learning at runtime the application-knowledge. The introduced overhead is negligible because mARGOt tunes the application only once, at the beginning of the screening process.

Figure 10 shows the initial 1500s of the execution trace of GeoDock with a “small” (Figure 10a) and a “large” pocket (Figure 10b) by considering the same constraint on the time-to-solution. We use a library of 113k ligands, different in terms of the number of atoms (between 28 and 153) and internal degree of freedoms (between 4 and 106). While on the x-axis we report the time passed from the beginning of the experiment, on the y-axis we show the execution time to evaluate a single ligand-pocket pair and the reached quality of the elaboration. In both cases, in a first phase (up to around 400s and 700s respectively considering the small and large pocket) the application exploits the mARGOt remote DSE framework to learn for each configuration the average ligand-pocket docking time by randomly sampling the target ligand library and exploiting the parallelism of the HPC resources. In a second phase, the application restarts to evaluate the library with a configuration selected by mARGOt according to the application requirements (the remaining time) and the online gathered application-knowledge. From the results, we notice how the constraint on the execution time is similar for both pockets, while the quality is higher for the small pocket and lower for the large pocket.

To validate the quality of the model learned by mARGOt, we used six pockets (1b9v, 1c1b, 1cvu, 1cx2, 1dh3 and 1fm9) derived from the RCSB Protein Databank (PDB) [66], in PASS version [67] and the same ligand library used in the previous experiment. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the prediction error by considering different pockets. For each pocket, we execute 10 experiments by using a library of 4000 ligands randomly selected from the full library. To compute the application-knowledge, each configuration of the DoE is evaluated by using 200 ligands. We predict the time to solution as the average execution time to elaborate a single ligand multiplied by the dimension of the ligand library and divided by the number of slaves. Despite the large variability in terms of ligands size and the small learning
5.4 Probabilistic Time-dependent Routing Application

The third use case represents the tuning of a Monte Carlo simulation used to estimate the travel time distribution in a processing pipeline for a car navigation system. In smart cities, traffic prediction and cooperative routing are examples of activities to ease the life of citizens. In particular, the Probabilistic Time-Dependent Routing (PTDR) algorithm [68] is a crucial component of a cooperative routing task to compute the estimated travel time distribution. Then, later stages of the navigation system leverage this information to select the best solution among different routes.

To generate this output, PTDR must first estimate the travel time distribution and then extract statistical properties to be forwarded to the later stages of the navigation system. Each trial of the Monte Carlo simulation simulates an independent route traversal over an annotated graph in terms of speed profiles. Given a sufficient number of trials, the sampled distribution of travel times will asymptotically converge towards the real distribution. Using this distribution, the application derives the statistical property of interest (such as the average or the 3rd quartile), which represents the actual output of the application.

The application is designed and already optimized to leverage the resources of the target HPC platform [69] and exposes as software-knobs, the number of Monte Carlo samples to be used to compute the output. The error metric is defined as the difference between the value extracted with a limited number of samples and the one extracted with a very large (theoretically infinite) number of samples (we used 1M samples). Moreover, as defined in [69], we can differentiate among paths with a large or narrow distribution of speed profiles, resulting respectively less or more predictable in terms of travel time estimation. We call this feature, that can be easily extracted before running the PTDR, unpredictability and we use it as data-feature to be provided to mARGOt for selecting the right software-knob configuration for each simulation.

In terms of application requirements, the end-user would like to minimize the number of samples used to compute the output, with a limit on the error upper bound. This use case has been selected to demonstrate the benefits of using mARGOt in a proactive fashion, to tune the number of trials according to the current input. Without dynamic adaptation, the end-user should find the minimum number of samples that leads to a satisfying computation error for the worst case scenario. Moreover, end-user would like to differentiate the threshold on the computation error constraint, according to whether the request is generated from...
a premium user (error < 3%) or a free user (error < 6%). Before running the application, we performed an experimental campaign by using random requests from 300 paths in the Czech Republic [68], in different moments of the week, to build the application-knowledge. Moreover, we limited the software-knob values to [100, 300, 1000, 3000] according to the previous analysis of the application [68]. Furthermore, to increase the robustness of the approach we consider three times the standard deviation of a software-knob configuration for the constraint on the computation error.

Figure 12 shows the selected number of samples in an experiment that generates four types of requests every 15min on two days of the week, Monday and Sunday. In particular, for each type of user, we consider two different paths. Figure 12c and 12a shows the results for the premium user, while Figure 12d and 12b shows the results for the free user. On one hand, this experiment shows how changing the application requirements (premium and free users) decreases the number of samples used to satisfy the request, considering both static and dynamic approaches. On the other hand, this experiment shows how using input features (dynamic approach) decreases the number of samples with respect to using a single conservative configuration (static approach). This is due to different path characteristics, defined by their unpredictability. For example, countryside requests are more predictable than those coming from an urban area. In this experiment, the proposed approach easily implemented by using mARGOt uses approximately the 30% of the number of samples of a static approach, with an overhead comparable of computing 2 samples.

The second experiment focuses on validating the dynamic approach. Figure 13 shows the computation error on 1500 requests from routes of the Czech Republic with different starting time and considering different types of users (premium user in Figure 13a and free user in Figure 13b). The x-axis represents the extracted input feature, while the y-axis represents the observed error. Each dot in the plot represents a request and their shape and colour highlight the chosen number of samples by the dynamic approach. The plot makes easy the identification of the switching points among the knob configurations according to the input feature (e.g. 0.07 and 0.125 for Figure 13a and 0.07 and 1.15 for Figure 13b). The results show how by using mARGOt all the requests have been satisfied with the target error level by using fewer samples than a static approach leveraging on the input features.

In this use case, the overhead introduced by mARGOt is around 1% of the smallest number of samples for the Monte Carlo simulation.

6 Conclusions

In this article, we propose mARGOt, a dynamic autotuning framework to enhance an application with an adaptation layer. In particular, the application end-user specifies high-level goals and mARGOt provides to the application the most suitable configuration of the software-knobs leveraging on the application-knowledge. Moreover, mARGOt provides mechanisms to adapt in a reactive and proactive way by identifying and seizing optimization opportunities at the runtime. It is also possible to avoid the Design Space Exploration by learning the application-knowledge online. Due to its flexibility, mARGOt can be successfully applied to a wide range of applications domains from embedded to HPC. In this work, we have shown the benefit of dynamic adaptation in three different application domains. Experimental results have shown how mARGOt reacts to changes in the execution environment and in the application requirements, while leveraging on input features for seizing optimization opportunities for the actual inputs. Moreover, mARGOt might learn the application-knowledge at runtime, for capturing complex relations between the software-knobs, the actual input set and the metrics of interest. Finally, the mARGOt framework is released as open-source [10] along with user manuals and doxygen documentation.
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